


ABSTRACT

This thesis presents the results of two investigations into the characteristics of electron

beams for application in radiation therapy. The first investigation involves the modelling of

the interactions between the tertiary collimation system (applicator) of a Siemens Mevatron

KD2 linear accelerator, and the electron beam produced by that accelerator. EGS4 Monte

Carlo code is used to simulate the transport of 6 MeV, 12 MeY and 18 MeV electron

beams from the accelerator waveguide, through the electron scattering foils and air to the

applicator assembly, in order to determine primary beam electron and photon spectra.

Narrow beams are then simulated incident on sections of applicator trimming plate edges

(edge elements) in order to investigate the characteristics of scattering off these edges. It is

found that electron scattering is dependent on the energy of the primary beam and the

material of which the edges are made, as well as the angle of incidence of the primary

beam to the edge. Primary beam photons are scattered minimally. A model for scatter from

irregular apertures is developed based on a supe{position of scatter kernels from edge

elements. This model is evaluated using several regular and a single irregular

applicator/cutout combinations, and found to give central-axis depth dose and profile data

consistent with measured results. The model is also used to obtain detailed information of

the characteristics of particles scattered from the electron applicator.

The second investigation involves evaluating the characteristics of electrons in an electron

beam which would produce dose distributions in homogeneous media which most closely

approximate specified dose distributions. For this purpose, optimal electron beam

properties are determined by inversion of desired dose distributions using a simulated

annealing optimisation method. This technique is used for several regular desired dose

distributions, and various intuitive results are obtained regarding the effects electron energy

and angular modulation have on resulting dose distributions. The technique is also used for

several complex desired dose distribution, indicating the relative influence energy and

angular modulation can have on dose conformation with electrons. For a suitably selected

electron energy, modulation of electron incidence angle can be used to control the variation

in dose with depth in order to increase dose conformity, and to reduce dose deposition

within desired low-dose regions adjacent to and underlying desired high-dose regions.
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known set of characteristics and pass through other extraneous media (eg., air). Subsequent

dose deposition in the patient can be calculated with models for electron beam dose

deposition, which aÍe limited by the knowledge of the patient geometry, beam

characteristics, particle transport processes and computational capabilities.

To efficiently implement radiotherapy, a compromise must be made between treatment

practicality and accuracy. However, contemporary trends in radiotherapy development,

spurred by technological advancements (particularly in computation, electronics and

engineering), have been towards increasingly complex treatment techniques, with more

degrees of freedom in radiation manipulation, combined with increasingly accurate dose

calculation and optimisation methods.

The areas investigated in this thesis concem three main themes raised above; electron beam

radiotherapy, the characteristics of the incident radiation beam, and the optimal use of

degrees of freedom in radiation manipulation.

1.2. Aims of Current Investigation

The efficiency of attempted complication free treatment is influenced by many stages of

patient treatment. These stages include initial diagnosis, localisation of tumours and

anatomical structures, treatment machine calibration and reliability, patient positioning and

temporal organ movement, and dose calculation accuracy. Accuracy of dose calculation

can be improved when the algorithms used incorporate detailed knowledge of the treatment

situation such as body composition and structure information, and the characteristics of the

radiation being used. The latter is dependent on the treatment device being employed, and

how the device's properties determine the type, energy, spatial and directional

characteristics of the radiation.

In electron beam treatments, spatial definition (collimation) of a suitable beam is often

achieved using apertures composed of metals and alloys. The efficiency with which this

occurs depends on the specific materials and their geometry, and it has been found
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incorporated into a brief discussion of radiation transport simulations, in particular, as

applied to Monte Carlo methods of particle transport, used extensively in this thesis. The

Monte Carlo code used, EGS4, is described together with the particular implementation

employed in the simulations performed.

Chapter 3 discusses general aspects of electron beam therapy. The production and

manipulation of electron beams at therapeutic energies is described, together with how the

characteristics of the beams so produced affect dose distributions within phantoms and

patients. The properties of these dose distributions which may be employed for clinical

advantage are then described, including methods of achieving the optimal use of these

properties.

Following an overview of techniques used in linear accelerator-generated beam modelling,

Chapter 4 involves elaboration of the investigation made into electron beam applicator

scatter, and the model developed to determine the characteristics of applicator scattered

particles. This model is evaluated through comparison with measured dose distributions,

and predictions for the characæristics of applicator scattered particles are discussed.

The investigation of the optimal characteristics for pure electron beams is presented in

Chapter 5. An overview of the motivation for and techniques used in radiotherapy

optimisation is presented, including a discussion of the simulated annealing technique used

in the current investigation. The method used and results obtained in the study are then

presented, and results discussed in terms of the effects various degrees of freedom in

electron manipulation.

Chapter 6 highlights and summarises the main findings of the work presented in this thesis,

and suggests areas where the investigation could be extended.

In conjunction with the work presented in this thesis, an investigation was undertaken into

the mathematical characteristics of tumour control probability relationships. This work has

been published in the journal Physics in Medicine and BiologSt, and is presented in

Appendix H.
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If the emphasis of electron interactions under examination is local energy deposition (local

to the interaction site) as opposed to energy carried away by secondary particles, then the

concept of restricted stopping power is used (Klevenhagen, 1985). Thus, restricted

stopping power is calculated by ignoring all energy losses leading to ò-rays with energies in

excess of a specific value. This is because energy deposited along a path by an electron

should not include energy transferred to other electrons that travel away from the original

electron's path.

2.1.2.4. Scattering

Electrons undergo extremely large numbers of scattering events when traversing dense

media (tens of thousands before stopping, at therapeutic energies), and so it is convenient

to discuss electron scattering in terms of single scattering processes and multiple scattering,

where the single scattering is to be associated with large-angle scattering events, and

multiple scattering with small-angle deflections. Both electron-nuclear (Rutherford) and

electron-electron (Møller) scattering is possible, though electron-nuclear scattering

dominates (Klevenhagen, 1985). Due to the small mass of the electron relative to an atomic

nucleus, such scattering tends to be elastic. Theoretical descriptions of electron scattering

cross sections (eg. Rossi, 1952; Brahme, 1977) include relativistic effects as well as the

screening effects of bound electrons. Other interaction possibilities include annihilation

(production of two photons of energy 0.511 MeV by mutual annihilation of a positron and

electron), Bhabha scattering (interaction of an electron and positron without annihilation),

and Cerenkov emission (emission of radiation from fast electrons).

The mean square angle of deflection of electrons from their path (e') ir found to increase

approximately linearly with the thickness of material traversed (Rossi, 1952; ICRU, 1984).

The increase in e' @gt) per unit density and thickness traversed, (dt) is called the linear

scattering power (7) which also varies with electron energy and material composition. In

analogy with mass stopping powers, we define the mass scattering power

T/ ldo'n=;;. (2.7)
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Statistical models for multiple scattering have been proposed for predicting scattering

angles (eg., Goudsmit and Saunderson, 1940; Moliére, 1947; Scott, 1963; Marion and

Zimmerman, 7967; Berger and Wang, 1988; Jette, 7996). To be truly accurate, such models

must include the effects of energy loss straggling as well as variation in lateral

displacement with distance (Klevenhagen, 1985; Berger and Wang, 1988). The application

of multiple scatûering models to explicit electron transport shall be discussed more in $2.2.

One approach to multiple scattering which is worth greater discussion because of the

simple predictions it makes is the Gaussian approximation (Fermi, 1940; Eyges, 1948

Brahme, 1975; Jette, 1988; Zheng-Ming and Brahme, 1993). Fermi (1940) formulated a

scattering theory for small-angle scattering (thus excluding large-angle events) which was

refined by Eyges (1948) to include the effects of energy losses. Using the scattering

moments Ø0, At andAz) comprising Eyges' solution to Fermi's transport equation (Eyges,

1948; Hogstrom et a\.,1981), a series of recursive relationships can be set up to describe

the variation in the properties of an electron beam as it propagates through a series of

media with varying scattering power;

A,("0)= AoQr-,|*!rr Q.s)

A,(") = A,("0-,) + LzrAoQr-,\ *%rr Q.s)

A,("r\ = A,Qr-) * zLzkA,Qo-) * (u)' toQo-) *Yrr Q.tu)

(Keall, 1996). Here, T¡, and Azk are the scattering power and thickness of layer k

respectively. From these moments, several parameters can be calculated such as the x

(arbitrarily) component of the lateral standard deviation of electrons at depth z,

o,: ,[,4 , eJl)
the mean r component of electrons relative to the initial direction at lateral position x,

g,=A)-*, (z.lz)
A2

and the r component of the angular standard deviation about 0, at depth z and lateral

position x,
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2.2. Monte Carlo Particle Transport - EGS4

2.2.1. Monte Carlo Particle Transport

Describing the transport (interactions, energy depositions) of electrons through media

analytically is extremely difficult, and resort is often made to generalised macroscopic

statistical results to predict dose distributions due to inadiation (such as the Fermi-Eyges

multiple scattering theory described in 52.1.2.4). A more feasible alternative is to simulate

the transport of individual particles through matter, making use of theoretical and statistical

results of scattering and energy deposition on a more microscopic scale. Such simulation is

the objective of Monte Carlo methods which allow transport simulations of an arbitrary

number of particles through media of varying composition. Monte Carlo methods are used

extensively in the research presented in this thesis. The structure and operation of the

Monte Carlo code used, EGS  (Electron Gamma Shower Version 4; Nelson et al., 1985),

shall be briefly outlined.

2.2.2. EGS4 Monte Carlo

The EGS4 code system was developed at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SlnC).

Its development, structure and application are well documented (eg., Nelson and Jenkins,

1980; Nelson et al., 1985, Chapters 12 - 74 in Jenkins et al., 1988). The functions and

distributions sampled in EGS4 Monte Carlo and the techniques used for transporting

photons and electrons are well documented in these references and shall only be briefly

discussed in the next section, with a brief overview of the code system following. Of

primary interest is the method of implementation in the cunent study, how geometries are

described, and the particle characteristics and dose distributions obtained. A discussion of

these points is given in $2.2.3.
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with their individual energies and directions ready to be transported from the interaction

site.

In order to determine the actual distribution of energy deposition within the irradiated

medium, it is necessary to perform the explicit transport of electrons. EGS4 employs what

is known as a Class II transport scheme (Rogers and Bielajew, 1986; Munay,1990) where

small energy losses are simulated using Moliére multiple scattering theory (Bethe, 1930,

1932; Moliêre, 1947; Scott, 1963), and large-angle events (ie., catastrophic collisional and

radiative interactions) are considered individually.

The occurrence of alarge energy loss event can be decided upon by considering the amount

of energy lost during an electron step. If the energy loss is over a specified value, then a

discrete interaction is considered and secondary particles are created for subsequent

transport. The appropriate amount and type of energy loss can be determined using the

mass stopping powers discussed in 52.1.2. Fluctuations in such energy loss allow authentic

simulation of energy loss straggling, which is required for obtaining realistic dose

distributions. For smaller energy losses, multiple scattering is employed along with

restricted stopping powers (see $2.1.2.3) to determine local energy deposition due to low

energy secondary products (assuming a relatively local deposition of all the energy of

secondaries).

In order to accurately account for variations in energy loss, it is necessary to establish a

threshold for division between discrete and multiple scattering events which allows fast

simulation (ie., with fewer discrete events) with sufficient inclusion of energy loss

straggling. Control of such transport parameters is by variation in the parameters listed in

Table 2-1. Compromise in discrete and multiple event simulation through variation in the

parameters AE and AP can lead to inaccurate simulation. The PRESTA algorithm

developed by Bielajew and Rogers (1987) helps to provide efficient simulation of energy

losses at each particle step.
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2.2.2.2. EcS4 Code Structure

The actual execution of the particle transport described in 52.2.2.1 is performed with

FORTRAN programs which comprise the EGS4 system. Administration of particles,

parameters to be scored, simulation geometries and program execution is performed by a

usercode written to allow characterisation of specific situations. In order to allow efficient

sampling of interaction parameters for materials involved in a simulation, a preprocessor

(pscs¿) is used to establish tables of cross sections based on user-defined cutoff energies

and the composition of phantom materials. These elements combine to form an executable

simulation as shown inFigure 2-4.

Figure 2-4: Relationship of principle components in the EGS4 code system.

The MAIN part of the usercode establishes the media and geometry of the phantom,

establishes initial particle parameters and cut-off energies, and performs final collation of

desired information. It also outputs collated dose distributions, energy spectra, particle

histories etc to appropriate files.

HOWFAR establishes the location of a particle at aîy time relative to phantom boundaries

(locations of voxels within the phantom which separate out different geometrical and

MAIN
Program control
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Geometry control
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. Definition of cylindrical layers in the phantom of arbitrary width, and radial

regions of arbitrary width

. Use of point sources of particles at some distance from the phantom, collimated

to a rcctangle at the phantom surface

. Use of parallel pencil beams of particles incident on the phantom surface

. Possibility for entering particle energies as sampled from given spectra

. Scoring of particle energy spectra at any plane in the geometry

. Scoring of energy deposition within a cylindrical geometry

An input file ('Control data' in Figure 2-4) is read in by this code at simulation

commencement containing parameters required for the simulation. An example of such an

input file is shown in Appendix A.

2.2.3.2. Usercode RTPCART XYZ

RTPCART_XYZ is used for simulating beams incident on phantoms described by Cartesian

geometries, with particles usually incident from one side of a plane defining the phantom.

This code was used for several purposes in the research presented here (simulation of

applicator scattering, obtaining dose distributions due to arbitrarily configured radiation

fields, obtaining dose distributions due to broad fields), and use was made of the following

features:

. Possibility for sampling incidcnt particlc cncrgics from givcn spcctra

. Possibility for sampling incident particle angles from a Gaussian distribution

with specified standard deviation

. Possible use of point sources of particles incident from one side of the phantom,

collimated to a rectangular region anywhere on the phantom surface

. Scoring of particle numbers normalised to incident fluence across all voxels of

any plane in the phantom

. Establishment of scatter kernels with specific file format as described in $4.3.2

. Scoring of particle energy spectra at any plane, region or voxel in the phantom

. Collimation of incident particle beams to an arbitrary field shape (using the

polygon clipping routine described in Appendix C).
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3.1.1.1. Electron Acceleration

Figure 3-1 shows the generic arrangement of a linear accelerator used for generating

electron beams. Several components such as beam monitors, mirrors, focusing and other

auxiliary control systems are not shown. Electron acceleration is achieved by the transfer of

energy from microwaves in a waveguide to electrons injected into the guide. Both standing

and travelling wave propagation modes have been employed, with microwave power

delivered by a klystron or magnetron.

Electrons are injected into the waveguide (in phase with microwave pulses) from an

electron gun. After acceleration along the guide, the electrons are transmitted through a

thin window and may have their direction modified for clinical purposes. At this stage,

electrons are usually entering what is known as the treatment head of the accelerator,

where final beam formation occurs prior to incidence on the patient. If the bending of the

accelerated electrons is required, this can be achieved using a bending magnet as shown in

Figure 3-1, which changes electron direction by either a 90o or 270o (as shown) rotation. A

2700 rotation allows recombination of all energy components after the change in direction

which allows for chromatic tuning (Klevenhagen, 1985). This is not achievable with a 90o

rotation.

3.1.1.2. Electron Beam Formation

The result of electron propagation at this point is a narïow (several -*' in cross section)

quasi-monoenergetic, quasi-parallel electron beam directed down towards the patient plane.

Such a beam has little clinical utility unless it is modified. A useful clinical beam can be

broadened to field sizes of many cm2, with electron intensity, direction and energy being

sufficiently uniform across the full field, and subject to long term stability in fluence and

energy (Klevenhagen, 1985). Such effect may be obtained by scanning the narrow beam

across the field as discussed in $3.1.2. Also (as shown in53.2.2.2), electron beams produce
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more well defined dose distributions when characterised by a single maximum energy

rather then a broader energy spectrum*, with as little photon contamination as possible.

Miqowave

POWer

Bending
magnet

Elechmfrm
electrm gw

+
Electron travel

Søttering

Treatment Head
Photm jaws

ü

t.

ro+

I
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-- ---------- ----ri
I
I

Extem¿l coll¡matø /
¿ppli€tr

Figure 3-1: Generic construction of a linear accelerator for producing
broad electron bearns for therapy (not to scale).

Beam broadening is most commonly achieved using a combination of scatteríng foils

(Loevinger et al., 196l; ICRU, 1984:. Klevenhagen, 1985) upon which the beam from the

waveguide is incident as shown in Figure 3-1. The optimisation of scattering foil

affangement requires consideration of the amount of scattering (and hence lateral spread

and intensity flatness), attenuation and energy straggling electrons undergo, and the amount

of bremsstrahlung generated in the foil. All of these factors are controlled by the choice of

scattering foil arrangement in the following ways (Svensson, 1971; Marbach and Almond,

1981; Klevenhagen, 1985; Desobry and Boyer, 1994; Klein etal., 1995):

. Composìtion - In order to achieve greater scattering efficiency, the material used

for foils must optimise the mass scattering power relative to the mass collisional

* Kno*n energy modulations can be clinically advantageous as shown in93.2.2.2 and Chapter 5.
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stopping power, which is achieved with high atomic number materials,

promoting scattering relative to energy loss. However, bremsstrahlung

generation is increased in higher atomic number materials (see $2.7.2.3) and

leads to greater photon contamination, although the increase in energy

degradation with smaller atomic number (and greater thickness of scatterer

required) generally means a high atomic number material is selected for foils

(Loevinger et al., 1967; Brahme and Svenss on, 1979; ICRU, 1984).

. Thiclorcss and Geometry - The degree of scatter in a beam increases with depth

in the scattering material (see equation 2.6), and so thicker foils will generate

flatter, broader beams. However, with more material to traverse, electrons will

suffer energy loss and a broader energy spectrum will result, together with a

decrease in intensity due to greater scattering. The greater thickness also means

increased bremsstrahlung production. The shape of scattering foils can also

influence beam flatness for beams that have already been partially spread. Thus,

dual scattering foil systems are often employed (separated by an aft gap which

allows electrons scattered in the first foil to be projected to a wider lateral

distance as they enter the second foil), with the shape of the second foil

calculated for optimal beam flatness as shown in Figure 3-2. This allows

preferential scattering at the central part of the beam, which will emerge from

the first foil with greater intensity in the central region due to the Gaussian

nature of scattering (see ç2.1.2.4). The same degree of scattering can be achieved

with dual foils with total foil thickness an order of magnitude smaller then with a

single foil (ICRU,1984), which reduces energy loss and spread.

All factors mentioned above require mutual consideration in foil design, and have formed

the basis for many studies in foil optimisation (e9., Okumura et al., 1969; Svensson, l97I:.

Brahme, t972; Sandberg, 1.973; Bjärngard et al., 1976; KozIov and Shisov, 1976; Abou-

Mandour and Harder, 1978; Berger and Seltzer, 1978; Brahme and Svensson, 1979;

Marbach and Almond, 1981; Desobry and Boyer, 1994; Klein et al., 1995). Furthermore,

for accelerators capable of generating beams of varying energies, scattering foil systems

must be designed for each energy to be used (Karzmark et al., 1993).
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to move the effective location of the beam's source (or just generally move the location of

the target region relative to the source) via translation and rotation to achieve electron

beams with arbitrary charucteristics (ie., beams with electrons of varying energy, location,

and direction) for achieving some desired distribution in dose (as investigated in Chapter

5). These electron beam characteristics may not resemble those of traditional flat beams. A

general source position would be achieved if the accelerator is robotically mounted (Lind

and Brahme, 7995), or if electrons were guided to the irradiation site using magnetic

guidance along amagnetic electron hose.

3.2. Clinical Applications and Limitations

The clinical application of electron beams depends on many factors, such as the dose

distributions that electron beams produce, clinical situations where such distributions are

useful, and the efficient use and potential modification of the dose distributions. These

factors shall now be respectively considered.

3.2.1. Electron Beam Dose Distributions

When a patient or phantom is irradiated by an electron beam, the resulting distribution of

absorbed dose depends on the initial characteristics of the particles in thc bcam, and thc

subsequent transport in the patient/phantom medium. There are several ways of

representing the three-dimensional distribution of dose as shown below. Examination of

these representations can indicate how properties of electron energy, spatial and angular

variation, and photon contamination can influence electron beam dose distributions.

3.2.1.1. Depth Dose Curves

A depth dose curve is a plot of absorbed dose with depth in a medium (usually normalised

to 10070 at the maximum dose). For static fields, the depth axis is conventionally taken as
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scattered electrons, resulting in a larger amount of build-up. This is displayed in Figure 3-4.

In figure a), electrons incident at the outside of the field have sufficient maximum lateral

range in the irradiated medium to reach central axis before stopping This situation is

known as having lateral electron disequilibríum at central-axis. If the field size is increased

past this range as in Figure 3-4b), then the maximum possible dose is achieved at central

axis. This corresponding situation is known as having lateral electron equilibrium at

central-axis. Since higher-energy electrons have longer ranges, then field sizes must

increase with beam energy for lateral electron equilibrium to be maintained.

a) b)

Central-

Figure 3-4: Illustration of how electron bearn field size varies the degree of
lateral electron equilibrium. In a), the distance to the beam boundary from
central axis is less then the maximum lateral range of electrons in the
beam, and lateral electron equilÍbrium does not exist. Thus, an increase in
field size will result in an increase in dose at central axis until the lateral
electron range is exceeded. This is the situation in b), where equilibrium
does exist, and electrons incident at the beam boundary cannot traverse
the distance to central axis.

Below the field size which provides equilibrium at central-axis for a given beam energy,

several aspects of the depth dose curve become field size dependent. The main

observations with decreasing field size are (ICRU, 1984);

. the maximum dose decreases and moves to shallower depths;

. the percentage dose at the irradiated surface increases;

. the gradient of the fall-off region decreases; and

. the linearity of the fall-off region decreases and consequently Ro becomes more

difficult to specify.

These observations are all epitomised when the field size becomes infinitesimally small in

the case of an incident pencil beam, discussed in $3.2.1.4.
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Target (first filter)/
scattering foils

Virtual source
position

0,,,

o

Final collimator
I

Patient surface

Central (z) axis

Figure 4-6: Illustration of the angular quantities in an empirical electron
bearn model.

where slopel! is the slope of the curve produced when the 907o - 707o distance in the

measured penumbra is plotted against distance below the final collimator (Z).

In terms of the effects of electron beam field shaping devices, including applicators,

empirical models must be able to account for the effects on machine output of the change

in field size (due to effects on electronic equilibrium) and of scatter from the field defining

frames. Field size effects often enter empirical calculations as multiplicative output factors,

which are unnecessary in numerical dose calculation algorithms due to explicit calculation

of electron transport.

Mills er al. (1982) justified a method for obtaining output factors for rectangular fields

from the square of the product of the output factors for square fields with edge lengths

corresponding to those of the rectangular field. However, contributions due to scatter off

collimators was only accounted for in measurements of factors for the square fields and

may not have been accurately accounted for. A similar method was examined by Kurup et

ql. (1995) for irregularly shaped fields.
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in Figure 4-8. The influence of collimation systems on angular characteristics was not

considered. Keall and Hoban also found that Monte Carlo simulations of simply the

scattering foils and air yielded reasonable primary beam dose distributions. This shall be

discussed further in 54.2.2. Values obtained using equation 2.I2 can also be used to

approximate the vinual source position.

20 40 60 80

Distance from first foil (cm)

100

Figure 4-8: Variation in electron angular standard deviation with distance
from scattering foils (adapted from Keall and Hoban,l996cl.

Whereas the approximations made by Keall and Hoban yielded satisfactory results, Grusell

et al. (7994) have suggested that the infinite slab approximation will strongly influence off-

axis determinations of angular deviation. In order to determine the required shape of the

second foil for optimal beam flattening, Grusell et al. (1994) combined a Fermi-Eyges

approach with Nigam-Sundaresan-Wu multiple scattering theory (Marion and Zimmeffnan,

1967) to model dual scatterers in air. In their approach, Fermi-Eyges theory is used to

describe electron transport of a pencil beam, with some initial angular spread, through the

first foil. Every point in the non-uniform second scatterer then acts as a source of scattered

particles, adding to the mean square angular spread of electrons in the beam. Requiring the

fluence in the plane of interest to be constant with off-axis distance leads to an integral

equation which must be solved inversely to obtain the functional form of the second foil

thickness. This approach is useful in describing the effects of non-uniform foils, and may

be used to describe the fluence profile of electrons in a plane of interest. The effects of

applicators and other beam shaping components were not considered in this work.
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applicators (Rogers et al., 7995), though does not allow for the influence of subsequent

downstream component modules on the original phase space data. This has transformed the

usual two-step simulation approach into a multi-step one.

Spectral correlation is handled in the approach of Rogers et al. (7995) by scoring particle

characteristics via a phase space description of the beam. The type, position, energy,

direction and history (locations of interactions) of each particle reaching a scoring plane are

recorded, and these may then be used as input to subsequent component module or

phantom simulations. Better understanding of the phase space concept can be gained

through Figure 4-12. This phase space approach, or a modified version of it, will most

likely become the standard one for beam models and in the input to dose calculation

algorithms (Neuenschwander et al., 1995). Problems associated with the excessively large

data files generated are being addressed (Ma et al., 1995).

-60 -50 -40 -30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 50 60

lnplane (mm)

Figure 4-l2z Electron phase space - the locations of 104 electrons scattered
firom a cutout (shape as shown by the dark line) incident at the patient
plane in a 12 MeV beam for a Siemens KD2 accelerator. Other particle
characteristics stored in a phase space file are particle fype, energy and
direction.

Rogers et al. (1995) also acknowledge the inability to exactly characterise the electron

beam exiting the wave guide on a linear accelerator. They account for this by again,
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Since electron beam characteristics display the greatest dependence on variation in

treatment head construction, the eeÀM code has mainly been used to examine electron beam

characteristics (Rogers et al., 1995; Ding et al., 1995; Ding and Rogers, 1995). Examples

of results for a Yanan 2100C accelerator are shown in Figure 4-13, which include

comparison of results from subsequent Monte Carlo simulations using obtained phase

space data as input for dose profiles and depth-dose curves, and measured curves.

A similar design philosophy to the BEAM code was used by Lovelock et al. (1995) in the

design of a photon-beam-specific EGS4 Monte Carlo code, McRad. A similar

compartmental design approach is used, with individual particle characteristics (including

head component interaction flags) scored at any plane, though several simplifications are

made which restrict the McRad code relative to the BEÀM code. A major simplification in

the model is the restriction to cylindrical symmetry in the geometrical description of head

components. This allows greater statistical accuracy to be achieved, but provides data

which are a function of radial position only. The main motivation for this restriction was

the fact that the data from the model were to be used in dose calculation algorithms which

assume radial symmetry (Mohan et a\.,1985). A uniform cylindrical spot beam of electrons

is incident on the target, with initial electron energy sampled from a Gaussian distribution

with a limiæd maximum. Parameters for the initial energy distribution are obtained by

tuning according to resulting depth doses as well as resulting profiles. Lovelock et al.

(1995) found that beam penumbra are more sensitive to initial electron energies than are

depth doses for photon beams, due to the effects on electron range of photon energy.

In verification of the McRad code, Lovelock et al. (1995) extended the cylindrical

symmetry simplification with the use of the differential pencil beam dose calculation

algorithm. This algorithm was implemented assuming a common point source for all beam

particles, which neglects the effects of scatter within the treatment head, and will

potentially affect resulting dose distributions. Nevertheless, reasonably accurate predictions

of actual dose distributions were obtained by Lovelock et al. (1995) using the McRad

model, and extension of the geometrical description of head components to include non-

cylindrical symmetry would, whilst increasing the complexity of the calculation, provide

greater accuracy in describing non-radially symmetric beam characteristics.
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transport. Low cutoffs were used in order to ensure authentic simulation of low energy

particle production and transport. The PRESTA algorithm (Bielajew and Rogers, 1987)

was used in all simulations.

Particles from nominal source

lrradiated area (Smm wide)

Edge extends
semi-infinitely
in both direction

x

Figure 4-1ó: Illustration of EGS4 edge scatter simulation.

The number of particles simulated in each case was chosen to minimise simulation errors

and yet provide realistic simulation times. This usually meant the simulation of order 105-

10ó incident electrons or 106-107 incident photons. Resulting variances were less than 5%o

in the regions of highest scored particle fluence, though could be extremely large (> 507o)

in regions where only single particles (or a relatively negligible number) were scored for an

entire simulation. Variance reduction was achieved in simulations by restricting the beam

limit in the negative ¡-direction, and by exploiting symmetry about the x-axis. The relative

numbers of photons and electrons in the primary beam were determined from the measured

bremsstrahlung dose along with the calculated dose per electron or photon.
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Electrons incident

10

E
E20
N

JO

+o

-20 -10 0 10 20
Distonce from edge (--)

Figure 4-18: Particle tracks recorded in simulation of 10 electrons from a
12 MeV electron beam incident at 1.830 to a cerrobend edge. Particles
shown are electrons (filled squares) and photons (open squares).

Photons incident

10

E
E20
N

1n

+0

-20 -10 0 10 20
Distonce from edge (.-)

Figure 4-l9z Pafücle tracks recorded in the simulation of 10 photons from
a 12 MeV electron beam incident at 1.830 to a cerrobend edge. Particles
shown are electrons (filled squares), and photons (empty squares).
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a) Electrons scattered from edge
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b) Photons generated in edge
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Figure 4-23: Fluence profrles for a) scattered electrons and b) edge-

generated photons for a variation Ín incident angle of primary beam to
edge, percentage normalÍsed to the Íncident beam fluence. A reduction in
incidence angle corresponds to a reduction in the size of the applicator
aperture. All profiles are scored 20 mm below the cerrobend edge and for
a 12 MeV incident electron beam. Only one negative Íncidence angle (edge

overlapping beam central axis) has been shown since electron scatter
yietds for these angles were minimal. Note that photon production is not as

adversely affected by incidence angle.
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a) 6 MeV Beam
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Figure 4-262 Ktnetic energy spectra of scattered electrons and incident
spectrum, electrons incident at 1.830 to a cerrobend edge for beam
energies a) ó MeV, b') 12 MeV and c) 18 MeV. The scattered spectra have
been determined at two locations in the XZ plane normal to the edge

element as shown.
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a) 6 MeV Electron Beam
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Figure 4-272 Variation in mean energy of scattered primary beam
electrons, and edge generated photons, with distance from the edge

location. Incident primary beam energies are a) 6 MeV, bl 12 MeV and c)

18 MeV, and the mean energy profiles have been scored 50 mm below the
edge.
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4.3.2. Model DescriptÍon

In order to utilise the accuracy of Monte Carlo, the simulations described in $4.2 were used

as the basis for obtaining applicator scatter properties. Characæristics of scattered particles

for beams incident on edge elements (beam confined to a small section of a semi-infinitely

long edge) are stored in scatter kernels - a 2D Cartesian anay of voxels representing the

fluence of scattered particles beneath the edge relative to incident primary beam fluence,

and a scored energy distribution in each voxel. Distributions for different particle types are

stored in separate kernels. The edge to scoring plane distance, the voxel resolution, and the

energy spectra resolution are chosen in order to optimise resolution in the areas of highest

fluence differential, and yet still ensure manageable kernel file sizes as well as scoring of

significant fluences at large scattering angles. The influence of the aluminium walls of the

applicator (Figure 4-1) on beam characteristics was neglected. Since edge scatter is

dependent on edge geometry, material, and beam energy, kernels were generated for each

beam energy considered, for each trimming plate SSD and material, and at a set of discrete

edge radii relative to the primary beam's central axis. A library of such kernels must be

stored so that different energies, field sizes and applicator cutouts can be accounted for.

In order to build up a phase space of particles below the applicator, the established kernels

must be sampled. For this purpose, each applicator aperture (each trimmer) is considered in

turn, and broken up into elements of the size modelled. In the current method, the number

of particles required in the phase space is first specified, and then this number is broken up

into contributions from each aperture making up the applicator, and then each element in

each aperture.

The final phase space distribution can be considered as a summation of contributions from

each kernel applicable to each edge element of each aperture. The set of applicator

apertures (trimmers), cta, (q=l,..,lfp'*"t), are broken up into elements ao",

(e=1,...,Nottements¡, where l¡oetements is the number of such elements for aperture a, and

Ilapertures the number of apertures. We then have a scatter kernel appropriate for that

element, R;(q,.þ,rj)'çXþ,i,r:u). rn" factor ç2þ,j,r:u) 
"or.".ponds 

to the relative

fluence value of the i,7 voxel of the scatter kernel for aperture type cr at position r, for an
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planning algorithm, or further Monte Carlo simulation. This is a two-step simulation (see

54.1.2.2), though energy/anglelposition correlation information is retained.

Appendix E provides a flow diagram of the C program written to execute this algorithm,

together with examples of input and output files. Scatter kernels generuted using EGS4 are

ASCII data files which contain a header providing information regarding the kernel (ie.,

beam energy, trimmer, voxel numbers and sizes, scoring plane location, energy resolution).

These files have coded file names for referencing from the superposition program. A

typical kernel file name would be AtB-eC-rD.dat with

A = 'E' for electron kernels, 'P' for photon kernels;

B = '1' for upper trimmer, '2' for middle trimmer, '3' for lower trimmer I cutout;

C = nominal primary beam energy (eg., '72' for 72MeY primary beam);

D = edge radius (eg., '3.5' for edge 3.5 cm from central axis).
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Figure 4-29: Description of scatter probability dÍstribution. The grid on
the left represents a scatter kernel beneath an edge element. Voxel values
indicate the relative probability of particles scattering to them. The
probability distribution represented by this is shown on the right hand
side.

Random number generation was achieved using the default ANSI C random number

generator with a span of approximately 23r on the DEC 5000/120 workstation used. With

the relatively small number of random numbers to be generated per simulation (< 105) it

was felt that the default generator would be sufficient. Probability distributions (spatial
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Figure 4-35: Electron beam dose profrles at a depth of 5 mm in a water
phantom beneath a 6x6 cm2 cutouf in a 10x10 cm2 applicator for a L2 MeV
electron beam. a) Water surface at 1 m SSD, applicator scatter
components only; b) I m SSD, total profiles with measured; c) 0.96 m SSD,

applicator scatter components only; d) 0.9ó m SSD, total profrles with
measured.
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which is seen in these curves [as for Figure 4-32c)]. Figure 4-40 shows the measured and

calculated profile A for the irregular cutout, at the two SSDs examined. Profiles for profile

B for the irregular cutout are shown inFigure 4-47.
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Figure 4-39: Calculated and measured central axis applicator scatter
depth dose distributions for the irregular cutout of Figure 4-31 in a 15x15

cm2 applicator for an electron beam energy of 12 MeV with water
phantom surface at a) I m and b) 0.955 m SSD. Contributions due to
electrons scattered from each trimmer as well as photons generated in
each are shown. Correction for lateral electronic disequilibrium has been
made to the total calculated curve, which thus represents the effective
scatter dose (ie., collimated primary beam + applicator scatter - open
primary beam as for Figure 4-33). See Figure 4-32a) for legend
information.
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a) lm SSD: Applicator Scatter Components b) 1m SSD: Total Beam Profrles
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Figure 4-40: Electron beam profile A at a depth of 5 mm in a water
phantom for the irregular cutout of Figure 4-31 in a 15x15 cm2 applicator
for a 12 MeV electron beam. a) Water surface at 1 m SSD, applicator
scatter components only; b) 1 m SSD, total profliles with measured; c) 0.96

m SSD, applicator scatter components only; d) 0.96 m SSD, total profiles
with measured. See Figure 4-34for legend information.
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Figure 4-41: Electron beam profile B at a depth of 5 mm in a water
phantom for the irregular cutout of Figure 4-31 in a 15x15 cm2 applicator
for a 12 MeV electron beam. a) Water surface at I m SSD, appticator
scatter components only; b) I m SSD, total profiles with measured; c) 0.9ó
m SSD, applicator scatter components only; d) 0.96 m SSD, total profrles
with measured. See Figure 4-34for legend information.
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little build-up and those for the upper rimmer closely resembling depth dose curves for

normally incident beams. The middle trimmer contributes a dominant amount to dose since

it has the largest vertical face, and results in the largest relative proportion of applicator

scattered particles (see Figure 4-25).

When considering depth dose curves where lateral disequilibrium exists (Figure 4-33 and

Figure 4-37), it is important to remember that the curves involve a culmination of errors.

These stem from the subtraction of the measured open and collimated curves, the

calculation and addition of the individual component curves, and the calculation and

subtraction of Monte Carlo simulated open and collimated beams. This could lead to the

discrepancies of sometimes 37o of the normalisation value which is seen.

Profile results for individual SSDs are consistent with experiment in the umbral as well as

penumbral regions, with some discrepancy occurring at field edges due to the neglect of

primary beam photons, as well as leakage radiation (Kassaee et al., 1994) which is not

taken into account in the generation of kemels. This effect is most obvious for the 18 MeV

irradiation [Figure a46c)l since this beam has the highest level of photon contamination of

the energies considered. The shapes of individual profiles for applicator scatter components

again reflects the origin of the electrons, with curves due to cutout scattered electrons

displaying the greatest contribution to field edge horns. The influence of the angle of

incidence of the beam on the numbers of electrons scattered off edges (see Figure 4-23)

implies that the size of field edge horns could be reduced by producing cutouts with edges

which diverge from the beam source.

The angular characteristics of the scattering are seen in the variation in the size of field

edge horns with distance from the trimmer edges, particularly obvious in comparison of

Figure 4-38b) and d). Profiles for individual applicator scatter components also display this

effect with curves for electrons scattered from the cutout edge showing marked increases in

hom size as SSD is reduced. The effect is also apparent for scattering from the middle

applicator trimmer, particularly for the larger applicator curves in Figure 4-38a) and c)

where the cutout used did not effectively shield out forward scatter from the middle

trimmer.
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4.4.3.2. Energy Spectra

The energies of all scored applicator scattered particles were considered across the whole

beam and, together with the relative weighting of each particle, were used to form the

energy spectra of Figure 4-43. Note that these spectra do not indicate any spatial/spectral

correlation. Spectra are shown as numbers of particles expected in each energy bin per unit

incident beam fluence at isocentre. Thus 0.2 electronslQPro at 5.2 MeV means that there are

0.2 electrons scattered with some direction to somewhere in the scoring plane with kinetic

energy between 5.2 and 5.4 MeV for an incident primary beam fluence of 1 electron per

cm-Z atisocentre.

4.4.3.3. Angutar Spectra

Similarly, the z direction cosine (the z-axis being the beam's central axis) of all particles

was considered to form the polar angular spectra of Figure 4-44.

4.4.3.4. Spatial Variation in Energy

Spatial variations in particle mean energies were examined using annular regions in the

scoring plane, and averaging the energies of particles in each annular bin. This gave the

radial distribution of mean energy as shown in Figure 4-45. This smears out the effects of

scattering off particularly the cutout (lower trimmer) edge, with the region beneath the edge

of the square cutout encompassing radii from 2.85 cm to 4.03 cm.

4.4.3.5. Spatial Variation in Angle

The radial distribution in particle z direction cosines were also determined. These

distributions are shown in Figure 4-46. When considering Figure 4-45 and Figure 4-46, it

should be remembered (according to Figure 4-42), that particle numbers at large radii (> 6

cm) can be very small (often only individual particles in an annulus after the scoring
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5. THn POTpNTIAL UrrrrrY oF Er,pcrRoN BEAMS -

OprnuAL CHARACTERTSTTcS

5.1. Optimisation in Radiotherapy

Chapter 4 discussed what might be described as the forward calculation of the

characteristics of a specific electron beam. With the increasing level of technology in

radiation delivery, it may be more sensible to determine what the characteristics of an

electron beam should be before producing the beam. In this way beam properties would be

being optimised. Developments in both radiotherapy technology and computing capabilities

have seen the rapid development of methods for optimally delivering radiation for

therapeutic purposes.

5.1.1. Optimisation Philosophy

Radiotherapy optimisation provides a natural union of the many scientific and engineering

fields which contribute to treating tumours. There is no set definition for an optimised

treatment - a planning aim is always to deliver the optimal dose distribution using available

methods. Optimisation mathematics atîempt to account for all factors contributing to

treatment and to weight their influence according to the optimal distribution. This can

include determining the most efficient way (ultimately economically) to deliver radiation

dose to the entire radiation-treatable population, and inclusion of the safety, accuracy, and

time requirements of a treatment plan (Brahme, 7994a).

In radiation physics as applied to radiotherapy, optimisation is achieved when a physically

realisable dose distribution is delivered, conforming to the radiobiological response
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. All possible combinations of active constraints

In some cases it may be possible to restrict the .À/ space to a smaller subset of known

potential elements, such as specific beam qualities, when all other elements are not

clinically viable (such as eliminating the possibility of using low energy electrons to treat

deep-seated tumours). Techniques have been developed for automatically scanning the set

of possible solutions to an optimisation problem in order to filter out those with the least

potential for effect (Söderström and Brahme, 1992; Söderström and Brahme, 1,993;

Söderstrom et al., 1993; Brahme, 7995a: Gustafsson et al., 1995). As an example, the

number of beam portals can be restricted when it is known that increasing úhe number will

not radically increase the potential for the desired outcome. Söderstrom and Brahme (1995)

have investigated this problem for several clinical situations and found that the number of

coplanar beam portals required for promising outcome can be restricted, provided that

beam directions are suitably selected. Similar findings have been reported by Stein et al.

(1ee6).

5.1.3. Tests of Conformity: Physical vs Biological Objectives.

5.1.3.1. Physical vs Biological Objectives

As mentioned above in $5.1.2, direct inversion of equations 5.1 to 5.3 requires some

statement of the objective energy deposition or dose distribution. Because of the

conventional way biological response has been translated into a dose distribution (by

assuming for example, that a uniform dose distribution is required over a target volume),

objective functions can be numerous and varied. Examples of objectives sometimes used in

optimisation techniques are (Niemierko et al., 1992; Holmes and Mackie, 1994a; Brahme,

1995a, Söderström , 1995),

. Closeness to specified integral dose

. Maximum deviation from specified dose

. Mean square deviation from specified dose
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Källman et al., 1992; Monill et al., 1995; Graham et al., 1996). Due to the lack of

confidence placed in radiobiological models, they are seldom used for absolute measure of

an inadiation strategy's potential. Instead, they are usually used for ascertaining the relative

suitability of rival strategies (where physical objectives have also been used). However,

even the suitability of this application of such models has been questioned (Bortfeld et al.,

1996; Mohan and Wang 1996). More doubt arises concerning mathematical response

models when potential inter and intra-patient response characteristics are considered (see

Appendix H), as well as the cumulative uncertainty in radiotherapy diagnosis, prescription,

and dose delivery.

5.1.3.2. Optimal Solutions

The problem of finding the optimal irradiation strategy (according to some predefined

objective) within some constrained set is greatly simplified if it is known that there are no

local minima. If there are no local minima, then search algorithms can ensure producing the

best strategy, and not an inferior solution. In the presence of local minima, an optimisation

algorithm must perform a much more extensive search over Ày' space to ensure finding the

global maximum.

Niemierko (1996) has investigated this problem for several alternative objective functions,

and various constraints on the degrees of freedom. A single global optimum exists if the

surface forrned by the objective function is mathematically convex (for a maximisation

problem) or concave (for a minimisation problem) over the entire N space. This is so if the

gradient of the gradient of the objective function (namely, the Hessian matrix introduced in

55.1.5.2.2.1) is either positive definite (for minimisation) or negative definite (for

maximisation) over the entire N space. Niemierko (1996) has shown this to be the case for

many common objectives (least-squares minimisation, maximisation of the minimum

target dose, maximisation of UTCP, maximisation of exponentially weighted UTCP), when

the intensity distributions of fixed external beams are being varied. When beam directions

are varied though, there are theoretically many local minima over the,ò/ space. Also, using

more complex objectives (such as TCP maximisation with normal tissue dose-volume

constraints) can lead to multiple local maxima or minima (Deasy, 1996).
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Figure 5-1: A two-dimensional example representing a solution space for
two variat€s¡ l?1 annd wz, constrained to a feasible set by a series of linear
and nonlinear constraints including positivþ. The shading of the
constrained space could be considered to represent the value of the
objective function within the constrained region. Five constraints are
represented by the inequalities Ct - Cs.

5.1.5.1.2 Feasibility Search

An altemative to the exhaustive search approach is to apply a Large number of constraints,

and to search for any solution within the feasible set (Altschuler et al., 1986; Censor et al.,

1988a,b; Powlis et al., 1989; Starkschall et al., 1990; Starkschall and Eifel, 1992). An

approach in this manner (Starkschall et al., 1990) is to specify minimum and maximum

dose limits at specific points or areas within normal tissues and target volumes

respectively. The size and uniformity of the resulting feasible solution set then determines

the efficiency of the optimisation. If the constraints are too restrictive, a feasible solution

space may not exist whereas, if it is too free, then the first feasible solution found could

just as easily be the least optimal as the most optimal of the possible solutions. The search

techniques in feasibilifl optimisations have been of the row-action type (Censor, 1981),

and types based on an approximation technique due to Cimmino (1938).

2

.1
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5.1.5.1.3. Linear and Quadratic Programming

Often, the formulation of a radiotherapy optimisation in terms of dose constraints and

treatment parameters leads to a solution space bounded by purely linear constraints. If, in

addition, the objective can be expressed in terms of a linear function, then linear or integer

programming techniques can be used to attempt to solve the problem (Bahr et al., 1968;

Hodes, t974; Mantel et al., 1977; Ebert, 7977; lægras et al., 1982; Sonderman and

Abrahamson, 1985; Takai et al., 1987; Langer and Leong, 1987; Langer et al., 1990;

Morrill et al., 1991b; Rosen et al., l99l). Linear programming represents an ordered

approach to the situation of searching the space of feasible solutions. The linear objective

function in ^À/ independent variables, xn (eg., the relative weights of a selection of possible

beams), to be minimised can be written

f = cx (5.4)

where c is a matrix of ^À/ coefficients, and x a vector of the N xr. A common objective in

application to radiotherapy optimisation is the minimisation of integral dose to normal

tissues, in which case c becomes the dose matrix of equation 5.2 restricted to normal

tissues (Rosen et al., L99t). The constraints of the problem are usually dose limits on the

tumour and critical structures, and can be written

Ax < b 
(5.5)

x>0

where.á is a matrix of dose points, and b a vector of dose limits (maximum dose limits can

be transformed into minimum limits by negating the appropriate dose value). The theory of

linear programming (see for eg., Gass, 1969) says that the set of constraints forms a closed

convex set in the x space, with the optimal solution existing at an extreme point of the set.

An iterative and easily computer executable algorithm, the simplex algorithm, examines

the extreme points of the closed set in turn, always ensuring that it moves to a point with a

lower value of the objective in each case until the minimum is reached. In this way, the

algorithm guarantees finding the optimal solution, but at the expense of significant

computation when there are a large number of constraints (ie., large number of extreme

points). For this reason, the technique is used for relatively small problems (up to 20

variables; Niemierko, 1992). For a thorough review of the application of linear

programming to radiotherapy planning optimisation, see Rosen et al., (1990).
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Quadratic programming (Redpath et al., 1976; M"Donald and Rubin, 1977; Starkschall,

1984; Djordjevich et al., 1990; Bortfeld et al., 1990) involves specifying a quadratic

objective function (such as the sum of squares of the deviations of calculated doses from

desired doses). The resulting quadratic problem may be transformed into a series of linear

ones for solution by linear programming methods, or be solved by employing matrix

transformations to solve the effective least-squares problem (Starkschall, 1984). The major

advantage of quadratic programming lies in the slightly increased flexibility in the

definition of the objective.

5.1.5.1.4. Singular Value Decomposition Analysis

Solving equation 5.2 for w involves solving the set of linear equations it represents with the

restriction of imposed constraints. Approximate solutions for such systems can be obtained

using singular value decomposition (Press et al., 7992), which relies on an elegant result

from fundamental linear algebra which shall not be discussed here. The technique involves

obtaining an approximation for the inverse of M, (M-t ), and estimating w by evaluating

w,"t = M-rd. (5.ó)

In application to radiotherapy, this requires a priori knowledge of the desired dose

distribution since w,", is selected according to the solution residual, r, defined as

r -law -al. 6.7)

Singular value decomposition is also subject to necessary negativity in w.

A feature of singular value decomposition is the ability to examine the effects on the

solution of individual components of w through examination of the singular values of M
(see Campbell and Meyer, 1997; Press e/ al., 1992).Iæfkopoulos et al. (1995b) used this

facility to examine the effects of varying arc parameters in stereotactic irradiations, and to

facilitate their optimisation.

5.1.5.1.5. Expert Systems

Expert knowledge-based systems employing artificial intelligence or neural network

techniques offer possibilities for optimisation approaches to radiotherapy planning, though

their use has so far been restricted (Zink,1989; lænnernäs et al., 1995; Willoughby et al.,
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Figure 5-2: Illustration of the analogy between Ímage reconstruction in
SPECT and bacþrojection-invense planning with external beams. In
SPECT, the radiation intensity profrle due to emission from an isodose
distribution is measured, and mathematically backprojected to determine
the organ shape. In inverse planning, the desÍred dose distributÍon is
mathematically backprojected to obtain a beam intensity profrle, which is
physically delivered to provide an actual dose distribution.

Many investigations of techniques for such deconvolutions (eg., Cooper, 1978 Lind and

Brahme, 1987; Brahme 1988 as in $5.1.5.2.I.2; Brahme etal., 1989; Lind, 1990; Lind and

Källman, 1990; Bortfeld et al., 1990; Boyer et al., 1991; Holmes et al., 1997; Lind and
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Alternatively, perturbations to every element wn can be considered

simult¿neously (Rosen et al., 7995).

lnlt¡al potentlal

ÃP,

Local mlnlmum

Global m¡nimum

Iteration

Figure 5-3: Hypothetical variation in a cost function with increasing
iterations for an optimisation problem being solved by a simulated
annealing technique. 

^t 
Q, the current solution is in a local minimum, and

any varÍations must require positive changes in cost. If successive positive
changes in the potential are allowed, then the solution can 'climb' the
potential hill (of size LP¡¡ Ín the direction chosen) out of the local
minimum, and continue on in its descent towards the global minimum.
Provided annealing schedules are cooled sufficiently slowly, they are
guaranteed of performing this task.

3. The effect on the dose distribution due to the new w is calculated, and the

resulting value of a potential or cost function resulting from the dose distribution

evaluated.

4. If the new w is better then the one at the previously accepted iteration, then the

change is accepted. Otherwise, it is accepted with a probability govemed by the

Boltzmann distribution. Thus, if the change in the potential (increase) was AP,

o

3
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o
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then the new w is accepted with probability exp[-g\
\ k"i)' 

where Ë¡ is the

Boltzmann constant and T a measure of temperature. In practice, knT can be any
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numerical value. If Z is zero throughout the entire process, then the method is

equivalent to a steepest descent approach.

5. This routine proceeds with the size of the perturbations and the probability of

acceptance decreasing with time (simulating the cooling down of the annealing

solid). The size of the grains and the initial temperature (and the l'ate at which

these decrease) are parameters of the optimisation which themselves have to be

optimised, and constitute the annealing schedule. The algorithm finishes when

some preselected value of the potential is achieved (or the potential is changing

sufficiently slowly), or a preselected number of iterations or execution time is

reached.

The simplicity of the execution of this routine makes simulated annealing an attractive

algorithm for optimisation. In addition, it is extremely flexible in the way in which

constraints can be applied. The addition of grains at each iteration can be performed in a

controlled way so that values of wn can never leave some specified rarge, such as

implementing a positivity constraint on all wr. Constraints can also be placed on dose

distributions by not accepting any perturbation which gives an undesired dose distribution,

such as exceeding a specified normal tissue tolerance. This capability has been exploited by

Monill et al., (1990). The algorithm also allows extensive flexibility in the definition of the

cost function, since it can be evaluated at each iteration by a simple translation from the

current dose disribution, to any scalar quantity such as deviation from the desired dose

distribution, radiobiological indices etc., as well as multiple combinations of cost functions

(Oldham and'Webb, 1995).

The dose calculation to be performed during execution of the algorithm can slow the

process down extensively, depending on the type of calculation being performed. Webb

(1989a), in optimising the intensity modulation of multiple fields, used a simple one-

dimensional analytical 'pencil' representation of dose due to beam elements in order to

reduce optimisation times. This was subsequently extended to a two-dimensional

description to include lateral scatter (Webb, 1991a). In some cases, it is possible to simply

'build up' the dose distribution as the optimisation proceeds. This is done in the next
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section of this thesis by adding or subtracting dose kernels from a dose array according to

the perturbation of relevant incident pencil beams.

Though simplistic in its approach, and although it can guarantee (after an infinite number

of iterations) finding the optimal solution in extremely complex and constrained situations,

simulated annealing has the major drawback of being slow (Brahme, 7995a). This does of

course depend on the computer platform used to perform the optimisation, though the

problem of execution time has led many researchers to investigate methods of speeding up

the annealing process whilst still ensuring its accuracy, including combining the procedure

with other optimisation techniques (e9., Gibon et al., 1995).

One way of increasing the speed of the algorithm is to use variations in grain size which

are as large as possible, and temperatures which decrease as fast as possible. Classical

simulated annealing selects grain sizes (Âw,) according to a Gaussian probability

distribution (generator)

Po (ale,)= 
".0[-o-:"'-__] 

, (5.19)r -"r[ wi )'
where f/7 controls the latitude of the distribution at iterationT. Temperature, T, and W vary

with the inverse log of iteration number

To, W,
Tj,Wj

J+1
R,,,

Here, T6 and Ws are the starting values of ? and l/ respectively, and R¡ and R¡7 control the

rate at which T and W vary. Szu (1987) and Szu and Hartley (1987) proved that it is

possible to use a schedule based on a Cauchy generator for grain size;

P"(Áw")= rff-u, . (s.21)

with f ild W vf,rying a¡ the lnveræ of itËrâÉotr ¡¡uÉber

(s.20)

Tr,w, =

É-ï

(J.22)
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(fitness) of each plan (each parent). The ability to search throughout the set of possible

plans is govemed by the degree of genetic mutation allowed between successive

generations.

Genetic algorithms have been used in radiotherapy for manipulating the weights of

potential beams with considerable success (Langer et al., 1994; Ezzell, 1996). Such

algorithms can use human-designed plans as the ancestors for successive ones.

As a reasonably fresh approach to optimisation, genetic algorithms need to be refined in

order for them to be used most efficiently. Like simulated annealing, genetic algorithms are

extremely flexible in definition of constraints and objectives, and are also extremely time

consuming. More flexibility is allowed however in the form of search about the space of

feasible solutions by variation in the factors affecting mutation at reproduction - these

factors may be tuned in order to guide an optimisation around adaptations which are very

unlikely to be successful (Ezzell,1996).

5.1.5.3.1.2. RONSc

Niemierko (1992) has formulated a radiotherapy-specific optimisation algorithm called

Random Optimisation with Non-linear Score functions and Constraints (RONSC). The

RONSC algorithm performs a pseudo-random search of the space of feasible solutions

formed by the set of applied linear and nonlinear constraints. A point (a set of beam

weights) in the total solution set is randomly chosen, and the vector to the point from an

arbitrary origin is projected to the edge of a hypersurface defined by the constraints. An

objective function is evaluated at this point, and a new point is randomly chosen within a

bounded region of the first point, and the projection again made to the edge of the feasible

solution space. The objective function is evaluated, and if better then the previous one,

retained as the best approximation so far. Otherwise, another point is randomly selected

within the region around the first point. The random search is controlled with time by

reducing the size of the random moves from successive best estimates.

The RONSC algorithm converges extremely rapidly, and can optimise schedules with 10-

20 beams in a matter of minutes on a standard computer platform (in Niemierko's

investigation, a MicroVax 3200). Since the RONSC algorithm performs a restricted search
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at each iteration, there is a possibility that it could converge to a local minimum in the

feasible solution set, a problem which is overcome in the annealing iteration schedule.

5.1.5.4. Searching Universal Phase Space

Due to the restriction in therapy to the treatment machines immediately available, it is

natural that most investigations of optimisation in radiotherapy should concentrate on

making the best use of the available degrees of freedom. It is possible however, to view the

problem as an unconstrained one in which the inversion of a desired dose distribution or

the potential for a specified desired biological effect can be used as the basis for

determining the actual required characteristics of energetic particles (particle type, energy,

location, direction) to most closely match that distribution or effect. The obstacle is, of

course, that such radiation tailoring is not possible with contemporary treatment delivery

devices. This is the approach taken (for electron beams) in the investigation presented in

the next section.

rühereas particle transport normally involves following particles on their fonwards path

through an irradiated material as they interact and deposit energy, it is possible to track

particles backwards along their trajectories by examining the inverse or adjoint transport

equation. This is the basis o1ínverse Monte Carlo (Dunn, 1981; Andreo, I99l), which has

found application in SPECT imaging (Floyd et al., 1986) and in photon compensating-filter

design (Dunn et al., 1987). The practicalities of calculation speed and unrealism of

solutions have made detailed inverse transport calculations impractical.
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Figure 5-72 Variation in potential with iteration number for dose

distribution B and a monoenergetÍc (f2 MeV) normally-incident phase

space.

5.2.2.2. Dose Calculation and Kernel Generation

For the implementation of equation 5.2, the matrix M had to be pre-calculated. The

columns of M represent the distribution of dose (or energy deposition since only

homogeneous water equivalent phantoms were considered) due to incident pencil beam

line sources, each characterised by a specific angle of incidence and electron energy. Line

sources were considered due to the restriction to a one-dimensional beam fluence

distribution, and the resulting assumption that the beam is infinitely wide. The elemental

pencil beam line sources shall be referred to as bixels. Figure 5-8 shows the geometry of
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positions , = (*',y')1, the normally incident kernel of the same energy [wittr doses

calculated at positions , = (*,y)], was rotated according to

(s.27)

The effects on electronic equilibrium at the surface due to kernel rotations were considered

minimal and ignored in all calculations. Kernels were thus considered invariant with

respect to rotation, even though there will be some effect due to the proximity of the

surface for large rotations (due to lack of scatter from missing tissue/extra scatter from

additional tissue). Similarly, kernels for bixels incident at off-axis positions were not

generated separately, but calculated by translation of the appropriate incidence kernel.

The resulting kernels (after appropriate translations and rotations) are discrete forms of the

0r0) of equation 5.1, where n refers to a complete specification of a bixel's energy, angle

of incidence, and location of incidence. The integral equation can then be re-expressed in

the form used at calculation for the dose at voxel (í, k) of the phantom;

aQ,ò= Ër"0, Q',k'). (5.28)
n=l

í' and ,L' are the voxels in the rotated kernel corresponding to voxels i and É of the

phantom. The number of incidence locations depends on the specified width of the incident

beam [ie., the number of incidence locations = (beam width)/(bixel width)]. The total

number of incident bixels (ie., size of il), is thus the product of the number of incidence

locations, the number of incidence angles and the number of electron energies.

Kernels and phantoms of varying voxel sizes could be used depending on the resolution

required and the resulting calculation sizes. The consequence of this flexibility is that when

dose kernels are added to the dose distribution, some aliasing effects occur resulting in

artefacts evident in dose distributions and phase spaces.

The dose calculation at each iteration of the annealing procedure represents the largest cost

in terms of execution time. With the DEC Alpha platform used to perform the annealing

procedure, a mean CPU time of 0.09 sec was recorded per iteration.

f *'f fcos(e" ) -sin(e" )l|rl
Lt'J= fsin(e, ) "o.(e, 

) jþj
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5.2.2.3. Dose Distributions ConsÍdered

In order to examine the effects of electron manipulation, desired dose distributions were

considered for which the closeness of fit of the calculated distributions would depend

strongly on the degree of electronic disequilibrium, surface dose and practical range (see

$3.2.1). For this purpose, three rectangular dose distributions were considered, varying in

width, desired depth, and degree of superficiality. These are shown in Figure 5-9. High

weightings were applied to the 07o regions of the phantoms in Figure 5-9 in order for the

optimisation to place a high value on achieving 07o in these regions. This will be at the

expense of flatness in the 1007o region. A complex example was also considered as shown

in Figure 5-10, comprising multiple complexities including a surface region where dose

deposition is to be avoided, and sensitive regions adjacent to the irregular 7007o region.

Distribution A Distribution B Distribution C

INCIDENT BEAM INCIDENTBEAM INCIDENTBEAM

x
z

0To,Weighting4 10070, Weighting 1

Figure 5-9: The three regular desired dose distributions considered (4, B
and C). The desiredl007o dose value Ís an arbitrary value specified in the
annealing routine. The weighting applied to each region specifres the
values of a in equation 5.24.

+
t

1Ocm 1Ocm 1Ocm
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It was also desired to investigate the potential benefits of electron manipulation. For this

purpose, two more geomerically complex examples studied by Low et al. (7992, 1995)

and Hyödynmaa et al. (1996) were also considered, these being a wedge-shaped superficial

target (Figure 5-l1a), and irradiation of the paraspinal muscle, with the spinal chord

considered an organ at risk (Figure 5-11b). In these examples, weighting factors are meant

to reflect more clinically-relevant objective doses.

5.2.2.4. Phase Space Restrictions

Electron phase spaces of increasing complexity were considered for each desired dose

distribution. For the simplest case, where only beam intensity-modulation is considered, w;,

the weighting vector at iterationT, is a weighting vector for only monoenergetic, normally

incident bixels evenly spaced along a line at the phantom's surface. If energy modulation is

added, then w¡ weights bixels of all possible discrete energies (up to 25 energies in this

investigation), normally incident at each incidence location. For a monoenergetic phase

space with angular modulation, w¡ weights bixels at all possible discrete angles of

incidence at each incidence location. For angular variations, 17 discrete angles of incidence

were used from -800 to 800 (including normal incidence) distributed linearly in angle. For

simulations where greater angular resolution about normal incidence was required, 37

angular bins were distributed in equal cosine increments about normal incidence**. When

intensity-, energy- and angular modulation is considered, re; r€pr€s€nts the weighting of

bixels which each describes a specific location of incidence, angle of incidence, and

electron energy. In such a case, w¡ cãîhave approximaûely 5x 104 elements, depending on

the width of the beam considered, and the selected energy/angular resolution.

Manipulation of spatial, energy, and angular degrees of freedom (using discrete beam

elements) were thus considered in the following order:

o 
Cosine sampling represents bixels incident at angles of cos-rft)-+ (see Figure 5-8), where ( is a

¿

random number on [-1,1] rounded to give a resolution equal to that of the desired angular sampling
resolution. This type of sampling shall be referred to as 'cosine sampling'.
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i) Monoenergetic electrons at select energies with significant peaks in

polyenergetic phase spaces, normal incidencetl.

ii) Monoenergetic electrons at energies with significant peaks in polyenergetic

phase spaces for the same distribution, variation in angle of incidence.

i i i) Po lyene r getic electrons, normal i nci dence.

iv)Polyenergetic electrons, variation in angle of incidence.

5.2.2.5. Sinograrn Representation of Intensity DistributÍons

In order to present the complex variations in beam element intensity with energy, position

and incidence angle, a graphical routine was developed to display the relative element

intensity using a sinogram representation. These are grey scale intensity maps with the grey

scale varying either linearly or logarithmically with relative beam element weighting, from

black (weighting 07o) to white (weighting 1007o). Most phase spaces are presented with

logarithmically varying beam weightings since this partially smooths these distributions

which were often subject to low-intensity statistical noise.

For fixed angle, polyenergetic beam elements, sinograms show variation in energy spectra

with position (energy sinograms); for variation in incidence angle with monoenergetic

beam elements, they show variation in angular spectra with position (angular sinograms).

When energy and incidence angle both vary, several sinograms must be generated at

different energies or angles to observes variations in either.

11 For the regular distributions (A and B), the energies chosen for monoenergetic beams were based

approximately on Rro and Ro. since it was thought that peaks in energy spectra would occur near such

energies. It was thought that such selection would be more appropriate for the least-squares potential used

than would a more clinically based value, such as Rsq. For the purpose of the investigation, the actual energy

selected is really quite arbitrary as long as the optimal solution is not the trivial one (w = 0).
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Figure 5-14: Final dose distributions for distribution B for incident
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variable incidence angle, d) 16 MeV monoenergetic with variable
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Figure 5-18: Energy sinogram for distribution A, with electrons restrícted
to normal incidence.
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Figure 5-20 shows angular sinograms for the monoenergetic (12 MeV and 16 MeV) phase

spaces for distribution B, with incidence angle sampled both linearly and by the cosine

about normal incidence. For normally incident polyenergetic electrons, the phase spaces

shown in the energy sinograms of Figure 5-21 were obtained. This sinogram has been

shown with logarithmic as well as linear intensity scaling due to the lack of detail obtained

in the logarithmic case. The energy sinograms obtained at positive angles of incidence with

a fully modulated (angle and energy) incident electron phase space (utilising the symmetry

of distribution B) are shown inEigure 5-22.
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Figure 5-20: Angular sinograms for distribution B, for incident electron
phase spaces u\ 12 MeV, b) 16 MeV, "l 12 MeV with cosine angular
sampling, d) 1ó MeV with cosine angular sampting.
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Figure 5-222 Energy sÍnograrns for distribution B for a phase space with
full energy and angle of incidence modulation, at discrete positive angles

of incidence.

Figure 5-23 shows angular sinograms for the monoenergetic (14 MeV) phase spaces for

distribution C, with incidence angle sampled both linearly and by the cosine about normal

incidence. For normally incident polyenergetic electrons, the phase space shown in the

energy sinogram of Figure 5-24 was obtained. The energy sinograms obtained at positive

angles of incidence with a fully modulated (angle and energy) incident electron phase space

(utilising the symmetry of distribution C) are shown in Figure 5-25.
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Normal
incidence,

mono-

energetic,

Variable
angle, mono-

energetit

Normnl
incid.ence,

poly-energetic

Varinble
angle, poly-

energetic

D* Reglon I
(D.r Regton

t)
D^^Region 1

77.9
(3.3)

26.8

84.2
(3.3)

34.6

I10.4
(6.s)

39.2
(s.4)

116.4
(7.s)

44.3
(3.8)

D* Reglon 2
(D.5 Reglon

2)
D^Region2

23.2
(4.4\

8.2

21.8
(3.8)

8.8

40.8
(3.1)

11.2
(2.1)

D* Reglon 3 D.*
(D.¡ Region

3)
D*Region3

12.9
(0.0)

2.2

t7.t
(0.0)

2.1

15.8
(0.0)

3.0

15.7
(0.1)

3.5

66.5 2510.7

43.4 3335.7

47.2 3102.2

32.9 3623.9

Cnnnegrenrsrrcs oF CLTMcAL ELEcTRoN BEAMS: CunnnNr eN¡ Orrn¡nr

Table 5-IV: Collated results for dose distribution D. Region 1 - 1007o dose,

weighting 1; Region 2,ÙVo dose, weighting 9; Region 3,07o dose, weighting
6.25.

Pma/P Døro

0.729

0.645

0.592

0.522 32.0
(3.2\

10.9

t tnitiat potentiats c¿lculated with all be¿m element weigtrts zero, ie., Equation I with all d!¡ n o.Armealing runs finistæd when

pdenti¿l cørsistent in two iterations to three significant figures.

* the O Vo regon surrounding the principal structures.

Dose-area histograms for the three principle dose-restricted regions of distribution D (see

Figure 5-10) are shown in Figure 5-26.

Figure 5-27 shows (as contour plots) the final dose distributions obtained for distribution D

for the four incident electron phase spaces, with different dose regions shown shaded.

Figure 5-28 shows the resulting optimal profile for this distribution for a monoenergetic

(24 MeY) normally incident electron phase space.

Figure 5-29 shows, for incident electrons of energy 24 NleY, aîgrlar sinograms (including

cosine angular sampled) for distribution D. For normally incident polyenergetic electrons

for distribution D, Figure 5-30 displays the resulting energy sinogram of the resulting

optimal phase space. Energy spectra at all incidence angles for the optimal polyenergetic -

variable incidence angle phase space for dose distribution D have been reserved for

Appendix G.
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Figure 5.28: \Meighting (fluence) profiles obtained when normally incident
monoenergetic (24 MeV) electrons were used to attempt to conform to
desired distribution D.
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5.2.3.3. Wedge-shaped Distribution

Table 5-V lists the appropriate dose results for the wedge-shaped distribution considered

(see Figure 5-11a).

Table 5-V: Summary of final dose results for the wedge-shaped
distribution (see Figure 5-11a).

P¡.oÆo D*l00Vo
(Dø"lÙïVol
D*on 1007o

D-o07o D",

(o 1007o)

Normal
incidence,

mono-

energetic
4Me

Variable
angle, mono-

energetic
(14 MeV)

Normnl
incidence,

poly-energetic

Variable
angle, poly-

energetic

0.126

0.014

0.029

0.009

128.9
(4s.3)

87.4
(1.8)

108.ó
(63.71

98.5
(0.4)

113.7
(72.11

97.7
(0.6)

104,4
(87.0)

99.0
(0.2)

138.5 24894.4

86.6 t2634.2

90.0 21009.6

72.3 13851.0

I Initial potentials calculated with all beam element weights zero, ie., Equation 5.24

with all d i f zero. Arurealing runs finished when potential consistent in two iterations

to three significant figures.

t 07a dose region.
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Figure 5-34 shows an angular sinogram for the monoenergetic (14 MeV) phase space for

the wedge-shaped distribution. Incidence angle has been sampled linearly about normal

incidence. For normally incident, polyenergetic electrons, the phase space of Figure 5-35

was obtained. The energy sinograms obtained at positive angles of incidence (utilising the

symmetry of the wedge-shaped distribution) are shown in Figure 5-36.
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Figure 5-34: Angular sinogram for the wedge-shaped distribution, for
monoenergetic (14 MeV) incident electrons.
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The optimal profile for 16 MeV electrons incident normally on the paraspinal muscle

distribution is shown in Figure 5-39.
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Figure 5-39: Weighting (fluence) profile obtained when normally incident
monoenergetic (1ó MeV) electrons were used to attempt to conform to the
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relevant objectives such as an 80-907o contour encompassing the target region

(Klevenhagen, 1985)l as were the applied combinations of dose region weightings.

Applying different weightings to the ¡arget and 07o regions will vary the optimal

distribution of dose at the boundaries of such regions, and will affect the resulting

uniformity of dose across the target (Webb, t994). Thus, the results only apply directly for

the least-squares criterion, and should not be used as the basis for conclusions regarding the

potential of electron beam conformity from a radiobiological perspective. However, the

results do demonstrate the relative potential benefits of varying electron energy and

incidence angle from a physical perspective which, considering that there is a

correspondence between dose and biological affect, will have implications for potential

radiobiological benefits. The results also provide insight into the properties of the

optimisation routine, objectives chosen and constraints applied.

5.2.4.1. Advantages of Degrees of Freedom

The dose-area histograms shown above in Figure 5-12 for distributions A-C, together with

Table 5-I to Table 5-III, provide insight into the relative effects of the differing degrees of

freedom in phase space manipulation on resulting dose distributions. Taking dose

distribution A as an example, we see from Figure 5-l2a) that there is little variation in the

dose-area histogram as degrees of freedom are added to the incident phase space. Energy

modulation provides some increase in the mean dose (by increasing surface dose and dosc

at depth at the expense of dose deposition in the 07o region at depth) and angular

modulation helps in avoiding dose deposition in the 07o region (reducing the maiimum in

the third column of Table 5-I, though the potential and dose-area histograms change only

slightly. These results, and similar results for dose distribution B, show that minimal and

predictable gains are to be made for such desired dose distributions. The effects of energy

and angular modulation on dose distributions shall be discussed in detail in 55.2.4.2.

The variation in monoenergetic dose-area histogram with energy used for distributions A

and B is a reflection of the relative suitability of each energy for the distributions

considered, the objective used, and the weightings applied. For distribution C, preferential

surface dose deposition for beam elements of any energy meant (using the closely-
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the total dose deposition outside of the I007o region increased as multiple degrees of

freedom were added, accommodated by the increased uniformity in the 7007o region.

The results for distribution D mainly provide insight into the characteristics of the

optimisation routine rather then the benefits of electron manipulation. This is because the

intricacies of this distribution (though less detailed than that of patient tissues), necessarily

lead to a complex optimal phase space as the results indicate. In attempting to conform

under the least-squares criterion, the annealing routine was required to deal with several

conflicting dose characteristics, such as (i) using sufficiently high energies to cover the

desired 7007o region whilst protecting region 3 (see Figure 5-10), (ii) exploiting angular

modulation whilst avoiding the highly weighted region 2, and (iii) the usual requirement of

avoidance of the general 07o region of the phantom.

Given such difficulties, it is obvious from Figure 5-27a)-d) that, even with full electron

manipulation, the complexities of the dose distribution allow minimal conformation. In

particular, region 2had a major shielding effect on the area of region 1 distal to the surface

leading to a substantial reduction in dose in that area of region 1. This is shown

dramatically in Figure 5-26 where high dose levels in region 1 are sustained over only

small areas. The required stringence of avoidance of region 2 assured consisûently low

doses in that region, though the deeper location of region 3, although weighted less,

allowed region 3 to receive lower mean doses as shown in comparison of columns 2 and 3

of Table 5-IV.

The inadequacy of the monoenergetic intensity-modulated beam to conform to the wedge-

shaped distribution is shown dramatically in Figure 5-32a), where the maximum dose

outside the target (1007o) region reached I38.57o of the desired target value (see Table 5-

V). The dose-area histogram for this case (Figure 5-31) also shows how poorly this beam

covered the target region in comparison to the other phase spaces considered. The

introduction of energy modulation [Figure 5-32b)l allowed the dose distribution to follow

the distal edge of the target with approximately the 807o contour. The selected region

weightings for this distribution and the paraspinal muscle irradiation led to more clinically

acceptable target-region doses than did the weightings selected for distributions A-D.
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locations). Both energy and angular effects allow 'filling in' of the surface dose region in

distributions A and B due to preferential surface dose deposition. For distribution C, a lack

of low energy components (see Figure 5-24) leads to greater surface (skin) sparing

compared to distribution B (see Figure 5-21) where surface sparing is to be avoided, and

the energy spectrum extends to lower energies. The increase in surface dose due to low-

energy oblique electrons has been utilised clinically (see for eg., Alasti and Galbraith,

1995;53.2.2.2).

A particularly interesting feature displayed by the profiles of Figure 5-16 is the variation in

location of 'bumps' at field edges with width of the 1007o dose region for similar-energy

monoenergetic normally incident phase spaces. The width of the I007o region is greatest in

Figure 5-l6a), then c), then b). As the dose region naffows, these field edge bumps

coalesce. The increase in electron fluence at the edge is a consequence of the

approximately Gaussian shape of the lateral electron fluence profile at depth, the resulting

electronic disequilibrium at field edges (see $3.2.1 .2), and the desire of the optirnisation

routine to create a significantly steep penumbra (see also, Lief et al., 1996). A single

Gaussian distribution has sûeeper sides than a superposition of Gaussians. This effect is

also seen to occur for the wedge-shaped distribution in Figure 5-33.

Inænsity peaks are also seen to occur in the energy sinograms for distributions, such as in

Figure 5-2lb), with high energy peaks (>20 MeV) being present at the field edges. As was

shown in $2.1.1.4 (see Figure 2-4), the mass scattering power of electrons in water

decreases with increasing energy. Thus, although higher-energy electrons have longer

ranges in water relative to lower-energy electrons, their spread at a given depth is lower and

so they can contribute to dose at the edges of 7007o regions with less influence on

penumbral broadening.

Specifying an appropriate energy for monoenergetic beam phase spaces involves evaluating

the trade off between adequate coverage of the target region at depth and dose deposition at

depths greater then the target region. Thus, for distributions A and B, using higher energy

monoenergetic beam elements (16 MeV rather then 12 MeV) led to higher mean doses in

the 7007o dose region (see column 2 of Table 5-I and Table 5-II), though increased dose
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was also found by Hyödynmaa et al. (1996). The final phase spaces for these disributions

shown in Figure 5-3ó and Figure 5-42 are significantly noisy indicating again thaf the

solution space is quite flat about the optimal solution for the least-squares objective.

However, it can be seen that, as incidence angle increases, the higher energy components

become increasingly important, with dominant energies increasing with off-axis distance (x

position) as the distal edge of the target becomes deeper f¡om the point of view of each

incident location.

It is also apparent from the results for the wedge and paraspinal muscle distributions that,

provided an appropriate energy is selected, angular modulation can also provide uniform

dose deposition across the target and the tracking of the distal edge of the target with the

high-dose region. This is displayed particularly well for the paraspinal muscle distribution

in Table 5-VI, where the final potential ratio for the monoenergetic (16 MeV) variable

incidence angle phase space (0.014) is extremely close to that for the full phase space

(0.012). Major advantage for this result also came from the ability to avoid the sensitive

region (spinal chord) through beam angular-modulation. The conforming ability provided

by angular modulation is a result of the overlap in the high-dose region of the effective

obliquely- incident fields.

5.2.4.3. Practical Implementation

The degree of electron beam modulation considered in this study far exceeds that readily

available in current radiation therapy practice. Also, the description of the dose delivery

situation was greatly simplified - only homogeneous two-dimensional phantoms with

uncontoured surfaces were considered with perfectly characterised incident elemental

beams. Whereas the results have shown the effects of beam modulation and indicated some

potential benefits, the results would require considerable modification if translated to

practical application using contemporary treatment devices.

Beam intensity modulation is currently achievable using variation in the scanning speed of

a scanning beam machine (see $3.1.2), or using dynamic collimation (Brahme, 1987; Lief

et al., 1994, 1995; Lind and Brahme, 1995; Llef et al., 1996). Energy modulation is
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recommended. The implemented technique is only useful when considering homogeneous

(water equivalent) media (all kernels being generated for such media), and the results may

only be interpreted for such media. Also, no conclusions may be drawn with respect to the

effects of variations in electron beam characteristics out of the plane where the desired dose

distribution is defined, as a purely two dimensional beam description was used in order to

minimise the complexity of the problem.
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scattering characteristics, there is minimal dose-escalation advantage in using

them in abutted or rotation techniques, although such techniques with photons

and protons are potentially very successful. It is also possible to sharpen the

penumbra of an electron field using photon iradiations at the field edge, so it

would seem feasible that some benefits would be achieved by incorporating this

modality into the optimisation process. It would also be advantageous to

compare all modalities individually in order to ascertain their relative utility.

. An altemative to investigating an increase in the degrees of freedom in beam

manipulation is to investigate the optimal number of degrees of freedom. Such

an investigation could evaluate the relative benefits for dose conformation of

increasing the numbers of discrete energies available, or of the resolution used in

angular and intensity modulation.

. A thorough analysis of currently available technology in radiation delivery

would identify what is available for achieving high degrees of beam

manipulation. Alternatively, the results presented in this thesis could be used as

the basis for developing treatment technology capable of more complex beam

manipulation, or the optimisation of current technology (especially tertiary

collimation systems).
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Appp¡r¡tx A: Ex,u,rpLE lNpur Fu,n ro RTPCYL

Example of an input file to the RTPCYL usercode. Simulation was of the scattering foils

and air column lor a 72 MeV beam on a Siemens KD2 accelerator.

SCATTERING FOIL SIMULATION

AIR

GOLD

ALUMINTUM

DUMMY

200.0, -4, t

0.01, 1, 2,79.32,0.521, 0.01

10.0, 1, 1, 0.001, 0.521, 0.01

0.081, l, 3, 2.70, 0.521,.0.01

5.0,20,1, 0.001, 0.521, 0.01

0.0

10.0

12.0, 0.0, 0.521, 0.01

0

0.1

1000000, -1, 0, 600.0,0,72345

200.0, 1.0

0,0,0,0

0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1

Simulation title

Maærial1

iufaænal2

Maærial3

Material4 (Not used)

Phantom thickness (cm), number of cylindrical

layer groups (negative since thicknesses input

next), number of radial scoring regions

First layer group (gold foil) thickness (cm),

number of layers, material index, density, ECUT,

PCUT

Second layer group (air between foils)

Third layer group (aluminium foil)

Fourth layer group (air column to past isocentre)

Inner radius (cm) for first radial region

Outer radius (cm) for first radial region

Kinetic energy of incident particles (MeV),

standard deviation in angular spread, global

ECUT, global PCUT

Indicates parallel beam source on major axis

Radius (cm) of parallel beam

Number of particle histories, particle charge

(electrons), simulation monitor routine off, CPU

time limit (hours), histogram output off, random

number seed

Russian roulette depth, and survival probability

All PRESTA options on

All output options off (zeroes) except for elect¡on

spectrum scoring at a plane defined in RTPCYL
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(setting the value of zB conveniently to 1). The line subtended by ru in the z=z(r plane will

cross the aperture segment m if S¡ is of opposite sign to,S¡+r. Considering all S¡ in this

way indicates what edge segmenfs (if any) are intercepted by rp in this plane. Whether the

origin is inside or outside the aperture (in Figure Cl it is inside the aperture) then

determines whether or not ru is inside or outside the aperture and whether or not the

sampled particle is intercepted by the lower trimmer.

Edge particle

scattered

Lower trimmer
intercepting
particle

x,

Figure C-1: Example of determination of particle interception using the
polygon clipping routine.

In programming this algorithm, it is required that special cases such as S¡ being equal to

zero (rp being on an extrapolated edge segment), the possible combinations of changes of

sign of S¡, and the different possible locations of the origin are accounted for.

L
fo,t

v
,brrel

t





ft= (D3)

A unit normal vector in direction,l? is

f,-
(*r-*r,!r-!r,o)

(D4)

[t.,-*,)'+(r,-ù'f:
For any rotation by S in a positive sense about the z axis, a coordinate transformation

matrix is
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A unit normal vector in direction e is
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?,_7,,, -ry'ù=(R''R'y'o)'

To obtain a unit normal vector in direction n:

sinQ

cos Q

0

(/r-l'xr-xr,o)

It., - *,)' +ro, - r)'f:

("",^r,-t)

(Ds)

(Dó)

(D7)

(Dg,g)

a= d(Nn --

e=

(n 2
* r')å

We then have

I = cos-l

tþ = cos-t

R,(yr-yr)+nr(*r-*r\

(nl' +,'Èlç, - *,)' * (r, - r,)'l)

R,Gr-r,)+ nr(t, - tr\

(¡*l' *,'):lG, - *,\' * U, - r,\'li

^ç

tan(cp)

for the incidence and obliquity angles respectively. We need to evaluate which normal

incidence radius (R"y) conesponds to the incidence angle of an oblique edge element. This

is given by

R"f (D10)
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Program Structure

Figure E-1 shows the structure of the C program written to perform the sampling of

applicator scatter phase space data.

Figure E-l: Basic structure of the code written to perform phase space

sampling of applicator-scatter kernels

globals.h
Defines principle variables

for superposition procedureDefines all
const¿nts, data

structures, and

subroutines

scatt.h

ext_globals.h
Defines all extemal variables

app_scatt.c
Cont¡ols program flow (main program)

User interface, controlling all
prompts and input file handling

shape.c
Takes principle coordinates of
trimmers and determines

coordinates of discrete edge

elements

zuperposition.c
Examines each discrete edge element of each trimmer, determines

angles of incidence and obliquity, and load appropriaæ edge scatter

kernel

Samples each kemel accoring to the desired number of particle

samples

- Determines the position and direction of each particle in the scoring
plane

Samples the energy spectrum for each sampled particle

Writes all particle data to phase space file
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